OPERATIONAL PRIORITY

FROM LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LAB LOS ALAMOS NMEX
TO DIV OF MILITARY APPLICATION USAEC WASHDC /ASSIGN SERIES CHARLIE
INFO D J LEEHEY SANTA FE OPERATIONS OFFICE ALBUQUERQUE NMEX
/ASSIGN SERIES DOG/

TO BRIG GEN K E FIELDS FM MAX F ROY PD FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECEIVED
FROM GRAVES ABOUT ONE FIVE THREE ZERO MST FEBRUARY TWO EIGHT CLN QUOTE
ONE MARCH ZERO SIX FOUR FIVE LOCAL TIME DOBE
AND DATE PD EVERYBODY HERE HAPPY BUT NO GOOD NUMBERS YET PD END QUOTE
FOLLOWING MESSAGE RECEIVED FROM FROMAN ABOUT ONE NINE THREE ZERO
FEBRUARY TWO EIGHT QUOTE QUICK READING BHANGMETER FAILED TO GIVE
RECORD PD DUE TO SOME CONTAMINATION CMM BALL OF FIRE RECORDS WILL
NOT BE AVAILABLE UNTIL CONSIDERABLY LATER PD CONSENSUS OF OBSERVERS
IS THAT YIELD IS LESS BUT NOT VERY MUCH LESS THAN MIKE PD WILL
INFORM YOU PROMPTLY ANYTHING DEFINITE PD END QUOTE ADDITIONAL MESSAG
WILL BE RELAYED TO YOU AS RECEIVED PD REF ADP ONE FIVE ONE THREE
END OF MESSAGE
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